


ABOUT THIS PRESENTATION 
•  Being an awesome graphic designer doesn’t 

necessarily mean you’re an awesome layout artist 

•  High-level marketing requests from international 
clients require a more strict standard for ad layouts 

•  Even awesome designers can sometimes make 
simple mistakes on advertising layouts 



WHAT’S THE POINT? 
•  Good habits make for easier designs 
•  Less revisions, and less visits from a prepress 

department, saves everyone time 

•  Best design practices keep all your files and 
documents consistent from job to job 



MOST COMMON ERRORS 
•  No bleed/weak bleed 
•  Dangling elements 

•  Font overkill 
•  Internal inconsistencies 

•  No safety margins 

•  Imbalanced content 
•  Incorrect folds 

•  Unpackaged files 
•  Spelling errors 



NO BLEED / WEAK BLEED 
•  All designs that require 

printing also require a 
.125” bleed or greater, 
and all artwork or 
photos should extend to 
that bleed or beyond on 
all sides of  the ad 

No bleed at all 

Weak bleed 

Correct bleed 



DANGLING ELEMENTS 
•  Art assets, 

photographs, or text 
that just sorta... hang 
out... on the page or 
dangling off  the side of  
the page. Unless you 
did it on purpose. You 
probably didn’t. 

Text and art 
hanging off  

the edge 

Art doesn’t logically end in 
the ‘right’ place, creating an 

uneven border 



FONT OVERKILL 
•  Multiple same-ish fonts on the same 

document for the same purpose; 

mixing serif, sans serif, and script are 

fine, but there should be a logical 

reason for each font you’ve chosen. 

There’s no reason to use Helvetica, 

Arial, Tahoma, and Calibri all at the 

same time when just one of  those will 

accomplish the same thing. 



INCONSISTENCIES 
•  Information or layout 

doesn’t match from 
section to section, or 
page to page 

•  Example: the address 
and phone number on 
this piece are written 
differently each time 
they appear 



NO SAFETY MARGINS 
•  Crucial content is 

placed very close to 
the edge of  the page, 
and may get cut off  
when the printed 
sheet is cut down to 
size 

This text will 
very likely 

get cut off  

The rest of  
the ad has a 

nice clean 
margin 



IMBALANCED CONTENT 
•  Content is not lined up 

with other content 
elements, and not as a 
part of  an intentional 
design 

None of  these text boxes are 
left aligned to each other, 

creating a sloppy, 
unprofessional look 

Similarly, these boxes aren’t 
equally spaced between all 

three, creating an imbalanced 
and amateurish appearance 



INCORRECT FOLDS 
•  The piece is designed in 

such a way that folding 
it will create either 
broken design 
elements, or an 
impossible to produce 
piece 

Three identically sized panels 
means that this brochure won’t 
fold into itself  correctly 

The slightly smaller far left panel 
(which will be folded inside the 
piece) lets the brochure fold 
correctly and cleanly 



UNPACKAGED FILES 
•  The ad is not packaged, 

or has been edited with 
new assets after it’s 
been packaged, so it’s 
impossible for a 
prepress department to 
open it accurately 



SPELLING ERRORS 
•  Spellchecking an ad 

after every round of  
revisions, plus a 
detailed reading of  the 
ad following approval, 
helps prevent dumb 
mistakes A typo that spellcheck 

won’t catch, but a manual 

read of  the ad will 



TWO BIG QUESTIONS 
•  Is the piece able to be produced accurately without 

an extra visit from your prepress department? 

•  Is the piece internally consistent with itself, and 
arranged in an aesthetically pleasing manner? 
 
If  so, the ad is good to go. 


